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Let us speak about the challenges you have been experiencing as you have moved into this
new year — political polarization, a worldwide pandemic, global warming, and more. For
some, this hasn’t been an easy time, but it is what you have come for. Now, let me clarify that
every one of you came for this great shift in consciousness. You raised your hand. You wanted
to be here now. Yes, you did. Why? Because it is a momentous occasion to be a lightworker in
service to your Creator: to evolve your light and to play your part in this great shift.
 
As it is with all great shifts in consciousness, there must be a process of letting go of the
previous dimension and refocusing on a new awareness of love. After thousands of years of
an old way of living, it is not something that easily happens from one day to the next. It will
take some time, but it is more about raising the collective frequency of love on Mother Earth.
 
This new vibration of love attracts the collective consciousness of the lightworkers seeking to
evolve. This is why we talk about you, the lightworkers of this planet, awakening and raising
your frequency of love from within. Love must be your focus. You must also know that your
role is to shine your light brightly and to raise your vibration. Love is the only way to navigate 
these very challenging times, my friends. 
 
Self-Love Will See You Through
 
Never underestimate the power of the collective consciousness to move the world into a new
and more vibrant space. You cannot see this energy, but it is there. You are part of it, and if
you stop, breathe, and meditate, you will feel it within you. Every thought that you or any other
lightworker on the planet has contributes to this collective consciousness.
 
When you choose to think positively and to have nurturing thoughts, you contribute in a way
that uplifts humanity. This is what lightworkers must do. You must come together now in
thought, light, and love to uplift Mother Earth in your great shift. The weave of your energies is
the driving force of love that elevates the vibration of the planet. How you direct your thoughts
will make a difference to the whole.
 
Do not underestimate the power of your prayers, meditations, and positive thoughts to move
the collective force of love on this planet. Alternative forces that want to keep things as they
are will have you believe differently, but it is not the truth. Return to the ten principles of
consciously creating, and from your heart, hold to the truth of love. Your collective vision for
love prevailing on this planet is what moves you through to a new reality on Earth.

https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=5e29e69181b95ae7&e=0b0e8efa0702f411
https://archive.msendi2.com/?u=95770aec8897f55d6158233e3762bcc7&id=5e29e69181b95ae7&e=0b0e8efa0702f411
http://www.blissfulvisions.com/index.html


 
As lightworkers, you are collectively creating a new reality on Earth, and it must be created in
love; otherwise, it will not stand. The world as you have known it is completing now, and a new
collective reality is beginning. The yin-yang of the third dimension will not have the wherewithal
to withstand the influx of love on this planet. It is already barely holding on as it is.
 
New thoughts create a new world. Focus your thoughts in love and define your prayers clearly
so that we in the guidance realms can work with you. You are not walking this Earth plane
alone. Believe that change is possible. Express what you want in prayer, and meditate to seek
your answers. You are all connected in a beautiful weave of light — the collective 
consciousness of love on Earth. Be willing to ask: “What does this new reality look and feel like
for me?”
 
As lightworkers, you are feeling the challenges to embrace your connections to one another
and to discover your love again. This is what you need to know: Love yourself, love others,
and love where you are now as you move forward collectively into this great shift. As you
move forward, you will also discover that you are held in the light of creation, and you are
never alone. And so it is.
 
Karinna Nielsen is a certified Signature Cell Healing® (a Lemurian healing modality) practitioner and trainer and
is the lead facilitator for Signature Cell Healing workshops. She is a purveyor of ancient Lemurian wisdom and is
passionate about guiding others to explore their unique talents and gifts. Contact Karinna for workshops and
healing sessions, Lemurian wisdom mentoring, and Lemurian readings (Goddess, channeled, and astrology) at
KarinnaNielsen.com.

The Coming Reckoning! Lightworkers as First Responders
Ashian through Jennifer Crokaert - March 23, 2022

www.JenniferCrokaert.com
 
Ashian: Hello to all of you! We would like to highlight the upcoming changes, structural
departures, ruptures, etc. The time of the slow turn of the wheel is finished. Humanity was
given the opportunity to move gracefully into self-mastery and into understanding the
complexity of your global situation (the light and the darkness) in a gentle manner, providing
plenty of opportunities to move into mastery, to practice holding your center, your intuition.
That time is gone. Those who did not avail of the opportunity will now learn a much harder
way.
 
The emotional overload will be significant and lightworkers will become the first responders. All
those who did not take up the opportunity to learn slowly will have to learn and assimilate
enormous amounts of shocking information in very short time-frames. Their inner worlds will
resemble the images of hell that you have seen in paintings.

https://thepulse.one/2021/11/22/austrians-could-face-jail-time-for-refusing-covid-jabs/
https://jennifercrokaert.com/


 
They will rely on your Lightworkers for comfort, for compassion, for kindness and forgiveness
of themselves, for ease from the shock that threatens to overpower them. Being kind to
yourselves must be a first priority. Put on your own oxygen mask first! That means ensure your
energy is high, that you have enough good will to share, kindness to share.
 
If you are tired and grumpy, burnt out, angry or frustrated, then the person who needs your
loving kindness is YOU. First and foremost. Put yourself first, or you will burn out too quickly to
help anyone.
 
Self-Love has been falsely advertised as selfish and bad. It’s just the opposite; it’s self-full and
GOOD. It’s vital and that’s why they don’t want you to prioritize yourself, your care, so you can
remain tired and weak.
 
Again, we remind you have the importance of balance in a time when it will appear that
balance is entirely null and void. Keeping your well being in balanced harmony will model to
others that self care is important, even when the world appears to have gone mad. Holding
grief, anger and pain in a way that is balanced, where you are compassionate but not boiling
over with your own grief, anger and pain will model emotional balance; it will provide a
reassuring comfort for many who feel unable to contain themselves.
 
The sharp, sudden shock is coming: humanity will awaken. If you wake up with the alarm clock
at 4am, there is time to do everything calmly, peacefully. If you wake up five minutes before
you must leave, there is only stress, confusion and anger. The choice has always been there
and each being was free to choose their timeline.
 
The truth is you light warriors are here for this time, knowing you would care for those injured
by the fallout. You woke because your vibration was of a sufficient level to force an awakening;
those who rested longer did so because they were unwilling – and therefore unable – to raise
their vibration. The last thing required is blame and shame, or arrogance and pride. This is a
moment for sharing your common humanity, for speaking through your heart to their heart.
 
There was always going to be fall out; if it was not fall out type A, it would be fall out type B or
type C. The reckoning was always going to come; and light workers were always going to be
on the front line – that’s why you came. To be of service in a brutal war…. to create healing
and quantum transformation where others could not. This is your moment. This is your
moment to let your light shine so brightly, so dazzlingly. You are ready.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=UGhQtIyXJ6U
https://emfhazards.com/?oprid=&ref=78016
https://www.flowsummit.net/


FDA Releases 10,000 Pfizer COVID-19 Documents. More on the Way!

Dr. Joseph Mercola (Mercola.com) reported on March 22nd that "a small batch of documents
released by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) in mid-November 2021 revealed
that in the first three months of the COVID jab rollout, Pfizer received 42,086 adverse event
reports that included 1,223 deaths.  The first really large tranche of Pfizer documents — some
10,000 pages — was released by the FDA on March 1, 2022. Included are nine pages of
recorded side effects, a whopping 158,000 different health problems in all."

The Public Health and Medical Professionals for Transparency (PHMPT) sued FDA when the
agency failed to respond to PHMPT's Freedom of Information request. It won the lawsuit, and 
the judge ruled that they have to release the Pfizer documents at a rate of 55,000 pages per
month. PHMPT has  posted the documents on its website that can be freely reviewed by the
general public. The FIOA request and the court documents are also available. Additionally, Dr.
John Campbell posted a YouTube video that reviews the documents. Links to these
documents are also available on his YouTube video. 

PHMPT website
PHMPT Freedom of Information Act request
Court order: schedule to release 55,000 documents per month
9 pages of 158,000 different health problems (Appendix 1: List of Adverse Events
of Special Interest) found in the Summary and Conclusion section at end of report.
Dr. John Campbell's YouTube video review of documents 

TOP HEADLINES
Please send your love and light to the following situations. Thank you.

Putin Beheads 12 Bioweapon Engineers in Ukraine - Real Raw News.
Biden Admin Paid 30 Tik Tokers to Promote Propaganda, Degrade, Debase and
Vilify Putin - Real Raw News.
Judge Rules 11-Year-Olds Can't Get Vaccines Without Parents' Consent - CHD.
CDC Removes Tens of Thousands of Deaths "Accidentally" Attributed to COVID;
blaming it on an algorithm that went rogue - Children's Health Defense.
CDC Tells New York Times It Hid Covid Data for Political Reasons - The Federalist
Telegram agrees to censor to avoid Brazil ban - Reclaim the Net.
Ukraine's President Zelensky orders the merging of Ukraine's public broadcasters,
citing martial law - Reclaim the Net.
Android messages and dialer apps quietly send data to Google, report alleges;
possible breach of privacy laws - Reclaim the Net.
China makes a new big push to digitize everything; complete centralized control -
Reclaim the Net.

ASCENSION

https://phmpt.org/
https://phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/10/IR0546-FDA-Pfizer-Approval-FINAL.pdf
https://phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2022/02/056-ORDER-GRANTING-IN-PART-THE-MOTION-TO-MODIFY-THE-PRODUCTION-SCHEDULE-AND-ADDOPTS-THE-JOINT-STATUS-REPORT-MODIFIED-AGREED-PRODUCTION-SCHEDULE.pdf
https://phmpt.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/11/5.3.6-postmarketing-experience.pdf
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YOD9drZasM
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/putin-beheads-bioweapon-engineers-in-ukraine/
https://realrawnews.com/2022/03/psaki-paid-tik-tokers-to-promote-administration-propaganda/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/judge-rules-eleven-year-olds-vaccines-parents-consent/
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/cdc-removes-tens-of-thousands-deaths-covid/
https://thefederalist.com/2022/03/22/cdc-tells-new-york-times-it-hid-covid-data-for-political-reasons/
https://reclaimthenet.org/telegram-is-unbanned-in-brazil-after-agreeing-to-censor/
https://reclaimthenet.org/zelensky-orders-the-merging-of-ukraines-public-broadcasters/
https://reclaimthenet.org/android-messages-and-dialer-apps-quietly-send-data-to-google-report-alleges/
https://reclaimthenet.org/china-makes-a-new-big-push-to-digitize-everything/
https://www.flowsummit.net/


Changes in Earth Rhythms | The Group via Steve Rother
Moving from Survival Mode to 5D | The 9D Arcturian Council via Daniel Scranton
New Portals Opening to Complete the Shift | The 9D Arcturian Council
Shine your Light and Activate Everyone | The 9D Arcturian Council
Your Unchangeable Perfection | Jesus via John Smallman
The Heart as a Portal - Steve's Beckow's 579 page magnus opus
Seeking your Heart Space, the Love within and the Great Revealing | Saint Germain
Using and Mastering Your Pure Emotional Energy | The Elohim via Davey
Xaire of Sirian 8th Dimensional Council via Sharon Stewart
Energetic Enhancement Course | Athena via Sharon Stewart
Week 48 Message | Archangel Michael via Sharon Stewart

Spring equinox marks turning point in battle to liberate earth
BenjaminFulford.net - March 21, 2022

 
There are multiple reports coming in from all directions indicating the war for control of the planet
earth, one that has been literally raging for thousands of years, is coming to an end. The battle over
the Ukraine will be seen by future historians as the last stand of the Satanic Khazarian mafia that
has been plotting to turn the entire planet into a giant animal farm ruled by them.
 
Once humanity is liberated, a massive campaign to make immortality on this earth real is set to
begin, white hat sources promise. The quarantine on the planet earth will also be ended and earth
life will be allowed to colonize the universe. This will make the Cambrian explosion (when multi-
cellular life suddenly emerged) seem like a firecracker in comparison, they say.
 
The dark side is trying to stop this by killing 90% of humanity and destroying much of the natural
world. In other words they are planning ecocide as well as genocide. An example is the push to
convert the worlds’ automobile fleet into so-called “eco-friendly” electric motors. To do this, you must
dig up 500,000 pounds of the earth’s crust for ONE battery. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/khazarian-tv-calls-for-genocide.mp4?_=1
 
Here is an example where Ukrainian 24 TV Network (Owned By Oligarch Akhmetov) presenter
Fahruddin Sharfmal is calling for genocide of Russian children saying “In order to destroy a nation,
you must destroy, first of all, children.” He has been taken into custody by Russian special forces,
FSB sources say. https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Electri-vehicle-problem.jpeg
 
By contrast we could use home solar panels to convert water into hydrogen, powering cars that
leave water vapour as a residue. This of course would deprive the Khazarian Mafia of a centralized

https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/changes-in-earth-rhythms-group-via.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/moving-from-survival-mode-to-5d-9d.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/new-portals-opening-to-complete-shift.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/shine-your-light-and-activate-everyone.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/unchangeable-perfection-jesus-via-john.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/the-heart-as-portal-steve-beckow.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/seeking-your-heart-space-love-within.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/using-and-mastering-your-great-teacher.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/xaire-of-sirian-8th-dimensional-council.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/energetic-enhancement-course-athena-via.html
https://voyagesoflight.blogspot.com/2022/03/week-48-message-archangel-michael-via.html
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/khazarian-tv-calls-for-genocide.mp4?_=1
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Electri-vehicle-problem.jpeg


control over energy and thus over the worlds’ economy. They are trying to kill us all before we figure
things like this out, hence the ongoing war.
 
Anyway, let us now look at the current state of the battle to liberate humanity. Here, the biggest
move last week was an Anglo-German peace proposal made to Russia last week, according to MI6
and German intelligence sources. The proposal calls for a return to the pre-1914 borders of
Germany. It also proposes using the Dneiper river (see map below) as the de-facto border between
Eastern and Western Europe.
 
This was the Russian FSB’s reply to this proposal: “[Russian President Vladimir] Putin intends to
break down the EU into two parts, unite the Slavonic nations and bring an end to NATO. It has been
used by the US as an attacking and not a peacekeeping force. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/nato.mp4?_=2
 
France and Germany should support this, otherwise they will not get a gas supply.” In other words,
the Russians want to resurrect a version of Yugoslavia and take Bulgaria out of NATO. The FSB
source says the Khazarian mafia also offered a surrender proposal to Russia. The KM say they
want to move six million Jews out of Israel and back their real homeland of Khazaria, aka the
Ukraine, the source says. They promise to create a buffer zone between Europe and Russia that
would not belong to the UN. That is why they are forcing six million Ukrainians out of their homes
and into Europe and Russia. By the way, for some reason they have been talking about “six million
Jews” for more than a century (perhaps one of our readers could explain why).
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/six-million-news.mp4?_=3
 
Here is what MI6 had to say about this: “The resettlement of the Khazars? There is nowhere on
earth for them. Israel and Mossad are ultimately responsible here –nobody else.”
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/israel-wakes-up-to-khazars.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/khazarians.jpeg
 
The government of Israel, meanwhile is showing signs the Jews there are finally waking up to the
fact they have been enslaved by Khazarian Satanists. That is why their government is refusing to
supply arms to the Ukraine or sanction Russia.  https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/article-701817
 
The Russian FSB and their Western white hat allies agree the Khazarians (those who are not
executed for war crimes) will need to be re-educated and a generation must be raised that will no
longer practice human sacrifice, sexual depravity etc.
 
To understand why the KM must never again be allowed to have a country beyond the control of
international law and norms, let us examine just a fragment of the recent evidence of their ongoing
attempt to murder us all. Here for example, a newspaper says in black and white that Bill Gates is
going to start “Depopulation through compulsory vaccination”, as it will be the most “environmentally
friendly solution.” This article has been scrubbed from the internet and can no longer be found.
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/depopulation-through-vaccination.jpeg
 
The Bill and Belinda Gates Foundation started the Bill and Melinda Gates Institute for Population
Control and then they started funding vaccine production. Also, humanity needs to wake up about
the PCR deception, Mossad sources say. “It’s not about the PCR test, it’s what is in the tip of the
swab which contains the mRna and HIV pathogen.”  Just last week there was an attempt to kill large
amounts of Chinese with mass “PCR testing” but Asian secret societies stopped it. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/chinese-storm-troopers.mp4?_=4
 
The Chinese are also now destroying 5G towers. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Chinese-destroy-5g.mp4?_=5
 

https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/nato.mp4?_=2
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/six-million-news.mp4?_=3
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/israel-wakes-up-to-khazars.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/khazarians.jpeg
https://www.jpost.com/israel-news/article-701817
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/depopulation-through-vaccination.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/chinese-storm-troopers.mp4?_=4
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/Chinese-destroy-5g.mp4?_=5


However, the KM just keep going on and on like the Energizer battery which is why “Pfizer Together
With Acuitas Have 10 More Gene Therapy Products in the pipeline,” the Mossad source says
adding: “We need to short circuit these demons.”  More evidence came out as the CEO of one of
Germany’s largest health insurance companies was abruptly fired last month after he released data
suggesting German health authorities are significantly under-reporting COVID-19 vaccine injuries.
https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/german-insurance-fires-andreas-schofbeck-covid-vaccine-injuries-data/?
eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=e3e53e22-a272-44df-8cef-aaf2fbc79c92
 
Also, while you were doused on Russia-Ukraine, UK Government has quietly published data
confirming the Triple Vaccinated are just weeks away from developing Acquired Immunodeficiency
Syndrome.  https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/13/gov-report-proves-triple-vaccinated-have-ade/
 
It is for this reason the nations of the world are uniting against the KM and their fake Biden
administration. Here for example is an Iran Russian joint statement: We have a common stand on
the promotion by our Western partners, led by the United States, of the “rules based order,” which
they want to take the place of international law. This rules-based order is the epitome of injustice
and double standards,   The revealed facts point to the enormous scale of the US’s unlawful
activities on spreading its military bio-laboratories all over the world.
 
Putin is now saying they were experimenting with strains of none other than Coronavirus. The
Russian Ministry of Defense has also revealed that Joanna Wintrol, the US Defense Threat
Reduction Agency’s liaison officer at the US Embassy in Kiev, has been serving as one of the
program’s curators.
https://sputniknews.com/20220317/russia-believes-components-of-biological-weapons-were-created-in-ukraine—mod-
1093960475.html
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2022/03/16/russia-iran-foreign-ministers-release-joint-statement-after-meeting-in-moscow/
 
No wonder the Chinese government is also publicly accusing the US of serious violation of human
rights.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/us-crimes-pointed-out-by-china.mp4?_=6
 
The fake Biden administration, desperate for survival money, has been trying to kiss China’s ass.
According to the official Xinhua News agency: President Biden has just reiterated that the U.S. does
not seek to have a new Cold War with China, to change China’s system, or to revitalize alliances
against China, and that the U.S. does not support “Taiwan independence” or intend to seek a
conflict with China, Xi said.  https://english.news.cn/20220319/3e721d52bec440dc913f4ffdc68106c7/c.html
 
Liu Xin, China’s famous news anchor, provided an answer on yesterday’s Sino-US talks in one
sentence.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/china-speaks-truth.jpeg
 
The Russian’s weren’t as polite with their answer as their air force drew a giant penis in the sky over
Crimea and pointed it into Ukraine. (remember the Evergreen incident in the Suez Canal?)
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/penis-in-sky.mp4?_=7
 
Also please enjoy the collapse of the tower of Babel, Russian style. Nice message sent to the KM
Satanic cabal.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/tower-of-babel-burns.mp4?_=8
 
The KM, for it’s part is desperately trying to cling to power with an avalanche of BS. A CIA source
says “99% of the images shown in the Western media about the war in Ukraine are fake. They use
made-up actors, fake scenarios, computer graphics and hate speech against Putin and Russians.”
Here is another cart load of fake dead victims in Ukraine. Oops, one of the dead is taking a cigarette
break. Busted again.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/dead-man-cigarette-break.mp4?_=10
 
This video with Branden crossing behind Zelensky just shows more of what can be done with CGI.
The whole thing is an illusion.

https://childrenshealthdefense.org/defender/german-insurance-fires-andreas-schofbeck-covid-vaccine-injuries-data/?eType=EmailBlastContent&eId=e3e53e22-a272-44df-8cef-aaf2fbc79c92
https://dailyexpose.uk/2022/03/13/gov-report-proves-triple-vaccinated-have-ade/
https://sputniknews.com/20220317/russia-believes-components-of-biological-weapons-were-created-in-ukraine---mod-1093960475.html
https://www.veteranstoday.com/2022/03/16/russia-iran-foreign-ministers-release-joint-statement-after-meeting-in-moscow/
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/us-crimes-pointed-out-by-china.mp4?_=6
https://english.news.cn/20220319/3e721d52bec440dc913f4ffdc68106c7/c.html
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/china-speaks-truth.jpeg
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/penis-in-sky.mp4?_=7
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/tower-of-babel-burns.mp4?_=8
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/dead-man-cigarette-break.mp4?_=10


https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/joe-biden-passes-fake-zelensky.mp4?_=11
 
What is not an illusion is the medieval savagery sweeping over the parts of the Ukraine still under
KM control. For example girls are now being tied to trees and beaten. 
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/medeival-ukraine.mp4?_=12
 
“No statesman alive today does not know about the KM genocide of Russia under the guise of The
Bolshevik Revolution,” an MI6 source notes. “The KM is the root cause of all world terrorism and
nothing nor nobody was off menu. There is a vast body of forensic evidence covering mass murder
many of whom in high office. What you must begin to grasp is a secret civil world war as such
entities as the Committee 300 and so many others die out leaving a vortex,” MI6 notes warning “You
are in direct conflict with the most dangerous people possibly in human history.”
 
The arrest of this hate monger is part of a world-wide counter attack and exposure of the KM. That
is why  Britney Spears has exposed the satanic abuse she suffered at the hands of her
illuminati handlers during her 13-year conservatorship, including sickening sexual rituals,
weekly blood transfusions, and Mkultra medical experiments.
https://newspunch.com/britney-spears-i-was-subjected-to-satanic-illuminati-rituals/?
fbclid=IwAR08SqKQ99iUzPvy5QMwzVBDoaueTGjpUbEsMYYRaTq7QBvJkNs7kqn2Pz8
 
This is also why “Disney Employees, Judge Among 108 Arrested in Fla. Sting Operation Aiming to
Catch Traffickers, Predators”
https://people.com/crime/disney-employees-judge-among-108-arrested-in-florida-sting-operation-aiming-to-catch-
traffickers-predators/
 
It is also why Vice President Harris’s husband, Doug Emhoff is the first out of the four principals,
which includes the president, first lady, and Harris, to contract COVID-19 (code for being arrested).
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/598346-harriss-husband-tests-positive-for-covid-19
 
We are also seeing serious malfunctions among the top officials of the fake Biden administration.
Avatar Nancy Pelosi has been babbling nonsense recently. “I have been told by 3 different contacts
that Pelosi is 100% an AI construct. She is not drunk, but her programming is malfunctioning,” a CIA
source notes.  https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/pelosi-ai-says-kerensky.mp4?_=13
 

A P3 Freemasons source says the whole fake Biden administration
is a performance designed to wake up the sleeping sheeple (people).

 
General Christopher Miller Secretary of Military and Head of the Provisional Military Government of
the United States confirms US elections on November 3, 2020 were won by President Donald
Trump in all 50 states.  The Deep State tried to fake them and the Media reported that Joe B. he has
won them over. BUT! The official ballot was electronic watermarked, which the counterfeiters were
unaware of. So every vote cast for President Trump was recorded on a quantum server and the fate
of each ballot is known. The Military Alliance, which stands behind President Trump, decided to
show people how deeply corrupt all government institutions are, and since then, we’ve been
watching a movie that really aims to open our eyes and wake us up so this never happens again.
So, on January 20, 2021. at 12:00 noon the United States was taken over by a military government
led by Secretary of Military General Christopher Miller and Commander-in-Chief, the lawfully elected
President Donald Trump. Until the November 2020 elections, General Cr. Miller was Director of the
National Counter-Terrorism Service, a student of General Michael Flynn. The role of the fake Joe B
is played by three actors… Also, his entire “crew” is a cast selected by President Trump’s team. All
his ministers are actors whose actions have no legal value. Including this fake military minister who
visits Bulgaria and causes such a fuss – Lloyd Austin. All these actors are talking and doing as
President Trump and the White Hat Military are telling them to do. This whole show is about waking
people up and doing a lot of work behind the scenes. The White House and Capitol and all federal

https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/joe-biden-passes-fake-zelensky.mp4?_=11
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/medeival-ukraine.mp4?_=12
https://newspunch.com/britney-spears-i-was-subjected-to-satanic-illuminati-rituals/?fbclid=IwAR08SqKQ99iUzPvy5QMwzVBDoaueTGjpUbEsMYYRaTq7QBvJkNs7kqn2Pz8
https://people.com/crime/disney-employees-judge-among-108-arrested-in-florida-sting-operation-aiming-to-catch-traffickers-predators/
https://thehill.com/homenews/administration/598346-harriss-husband-tests-positive-for-covid-19
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/pelosi-ai-says-kerensky.mp4?_=13


buildings in Washington have been empty and closed as of January 20, 2021. These people have
never set foot there, nor have they any access to the Pentagon! They are ACTORS ! Russia and the
United States have been allies in all wars so far. It’s all just propaganda from the last remnants of
globalism. The new global Alliance of White Hats controls the situation of the entire planet. Soon it
will all be over! In a few days time!
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/fake-white-house.jpeg
 
Also in a sign that we really are dealing with an earth changing situation, and not just a political one,
temperatures in both poles are now an astounding 40 degrees higher in temperature than
normal. Here is what a secret space program source has to say about this: The Antarctica and
Arctic regions are heating up now because the magnetic flux on the planet is out of control. The
planetary ‘dark rulers’ are doing too much ionospheric heating. Both poles are moving very fast now.
The North Magnetic Pole is moving into Siberia. There will be climatic disasters because of it. One
of the biggest instabilities in years coming will be climatic disasters affecting many nations, unless
the Alliance takes full control of these off world space based weapons. The floods, snow, and
droughts that we are seeing globally is just the beginning. We are in The Final War for the control of
the planet.”
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/space-war.mp4?_=14
https://www.news.com.au/technology/environment/massive-temperature-surge-in-arctic-antarctica-stuns-scientists/news-
story/66b28bc3e55649b4fc0a0ce4cbb02d62
 
Finally this week, here is some more project bluebeam related material.  https://www.ibtimes.co.in/ufo-
over-ukraine-again-self-styled-extraterrestrial-hunter-suspects-alien-activity-846478
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/march-7-kiev-ufo.mp4?_=15
https://benjaminfulford.net/wp-content/uploads/2022/03/bluebeam.mp4?_=16
 
We are sailing into uncharted territory for sure.
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